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evan hayes is the head of production & development at the emmy award-wining production
company ace content, where he is also a partner. hayes developed and produced free solo alongside
co-directors elizabeth chai vasarhelyi and jimmy chin. during the production of free solo, he served
as president of production at parkes+macdonald/image nation where he supervised all aspects of

production, finance and creative development in both film & television. hayes also oversaw
parkes+macdonald's discretionary development fund as well as strategic partnerships with image

nation abu dhabi, universal television and studio canal, among others. during his tenure at
parkes+macdonald the company produced and/or financed such films as james ponsoldt's the circle
starring tom hanks, emma watson, and john boyega; davis guggenheim's he named me malala for

fox searchlight; and rings for paramount pictures. you can learn to live cleanly without the long term
costs of keeping up with a rigorous regimen. it is not about cutting out all bad habits, but rather it is

about developing a balanced lifestyle by making choices and working out to become healthy. the
same goes for coffee, tea and everything in between. always bring your own reusable mug. im

obsessed with my white zoku tumbler, and it comes with me everywhere. whether you make coffee
at home or stop at your favorite takeout spot, bring a clean cup and ask them to fill it. for straws, im
obsessed with glass straws, which are surprisingly resilient and can go right into your dishwashers
utensil rack. metal straws are another solid option. and get some portable, reusable cutlery while
youre at it, and cut ties with throwaway forks and knives for good. some even come in cute little

cases for easy portability and to keep them clean and away from lint balls in your bag.
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